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In this note we show that the category of motives, as defined via algebraic 
correspondences modulo an adequate quivalence relation, is a semi-simple 
abelian category i f -  and in fact, only i f -  the relation is numerical equivalence. 
Contrary to general belief Grothendieck's standard conjectures are not needed for 
this. 
Let k be a field, and consider smooth projective varieties over k, called varieties 
for short in the following. Fix a field F of characteristic zero, and an adequate 
equivalence r lation -~ on F-linear algebraic ycles (cf [K2] w in short, pull-back, 
push-forward and intersection of cycles is always (well-)defined modulo ~). For 
a variety X and an integerj > 0, denote by AJ(X) = A~(X, F) the group ofF-linear 
algebraic ycles of codimension j on X modulo ~. If X has connected components 
X1 . . . . .  X, of dimensions dl . . . . .  d,, and if Y is a second variety, we put 
n 
Adim(X)+r( X•  Y)= 0 Ad'+r(Xix Y) 
/=1  
for r ~ 7/; similar notations apply to other products. Then one has a bilinear 
composition law 
zdimtXl}+r(X1 • X2) • Adimtx2)+s(X2 • S3) ~ Adimtxl)+r+s(Xl • S3) 
by sending (f, g) to 
g ~ f = (Px 3 ), (P*2 f " P*3 g) , 
where p~: X1 x X2 x X3 ~X~xX~ is the projection. This composition law is 
associative in an obvious sense. In particular, A~ x Y) is a ring. 
The category Mk of motives w.r.t. ~ can be defined as follows (cf. l-K2] Sect. 1; 
the definition here is not the one usually taken in the literature, but is easily seen to 
be equivalent to it, cf. the formula in the middle of p. 57 in loc. cit.). 
Objects of M k are  triples (X, p, m), where X is a variety, p~Ad~m(X)(x • X) is 
a projector (i.e., p2 = p), and m is an integer. The morphism sets are defined by 
putting 
Hom((X, p, m), ( Y, q, n)) = qAdim(x)-m+n(X • Y)p, 
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and the composition of morphisms is the one induced by the composition law 
above. 
Remark. In the notation of loc. cit., (X, p, m) = M(m) for the effective motive 
M = (X, p). 
Mk is an F-linear, pseudo-abelian category, cf. [K2] Sect. 5. 
Theorem 1. The following properties are equivalent. 
a) Mk is a semi-simple abelian category. 
b) Adim(X)(X x X) is a finite-dimensional, semi-simple F-algebra for every variety X. 
c) The relation ,,, is numerical equivalence. 
Proof Recall that, obviously, numerical equivalence is the coarsest adequate 
equivalence relation, a) ~ c): Let 1 = (Spec k, id, 0) be the identity object and let 
X be an irreducible variety. Since End(l) = F is a field, 1 is an irreducible object. 
Hence every non-trivial morphism f:  1 ~ (X, id, j) is a monomorphism, and by 
a) there is a morphism g: (X, id, j ) --* 1 with g ~ = id. Translated back to algebraic 
cycles this means: for every non-zero fEA~(X) there is a gEAaimm-J(X) with 
P* (f" g) = 1 e F = A ~ (Speck), where p: X ~ Speck is the structural morphism. But 
via the indicated identification F = A~ k), p,(f" g) is just the intersection 
number ( f 'g )  of f and g. 
c) ~ b): Let ,-, be numerical equivalence, and fix a Weil cohomology X ~-* H(X), 
for example the one given by the 6tale cohomology groups Hi(X x k k,, ff~t), where 
k, is a separable closure of k, and l is a prime number invertible in k. Denote the 
corresponding homological equivalence by ~ ', and the cycle groups modulo ~'  
by Bs(X). 
It is well-known that AJ(X) is a finite-dimensional F-vector space for all X and 
j, and that one has an isomorphism As(X, ff~)| F ~ AS(X, F), cf. [K1] Thin. 3.5. 
In particular, the Jacobson radical J of Adlm(X)(X x X, F)  is obtained from the one 
of Adimm(x X, ff~) by base extension to F, and it suffices to show J = 0 over any 
field F. Let us consider F = Q~. The following formula is well-known, see, e.g. [K1] 
1.3.6. 
Lemma 1. Let fF-, tf, Bdim(X)(x X)  --. Bdim(X)(x • X), be the transposition, induced 
by interchanging the factors of X x X. Then for f g ~ BaimtX)(x X) one has 
2dim(X) 
(f.tg> = ~ (_ l)iTri(fog), 
i=O 
where Tri ( f )  is the trace o f f  actin9 on Hi(x). 
Now consider the surjection of finite-dimensional @ralgebras 
S : B = Bdim(X)(x x X)--~ Adim(x)(x X X)  = A 
and let d' be the Jacobson radical of B. Since B/J' is semi-simple and this carries 
over to quotients, and since S(J') is a nilpotent two-sided ideal in A, we must have 
S(J') = J. Now let fe J  and choose a l i ft ingf'~ J '  under S. For every g~B,f 'og 
lies in J '  and hence is nilpotent. The same is true for its image in End~,(Hi(X)), so 
we must have Tr i ( f 'og)= 0. Since this is true for all i>  0, we conclude that 
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( f , . tg )  = 0 for all g e B by the lemma. By definition this means that f '  lies in the 
kernel of S, i.e., that f = 0. 
b) ~ a): This is certainly well-known and only included for the convenience of the 
reader. First we deduce from b) that Enduk (M) is a fnite-dimensional, semi-simple 
F-algebra for every direct factor M of h(X) = (X, id, 0) and hence for every object 
M of Mk. In fact, if J is a nilpotent two-sided ideal of End(M), and if 
h(X) = M 9 N, then 
( J JoHom(N,M) ) 
Horn(M, N) o J Hom(M, N) o J o Horn(N, M) 
is a nilpotent two-sided ideal of End (h(X)). The rest of the conclusion is formulated 
in a lemma: 
Lemma 2. Let C be an F-linear, pseudo-abelian category such that End(M) is 
a finite-dimensional, semi-simple F-algebra for every object M of C. Then C is 
a semi-simple abelian category. 
Proof. By Wedderburn's theorem, End(M) is a product of full matrix algebras over 
skewfields. This shows that M is indecomposable if and only if End (M) is a skew- 
field. Since obviously every object is a finite sum of indecomposables, it suffices to 
show that for two indecomposables M and N either Horn(M, N) = 0 or M and 
N are isomorphic. Indeed, then C is equivalent to a sum, indexed by the isomor- 
phism classes of indecomposables ( = irreducibles), of categories which are equival- 
ent to categories of vector spaces over skewfields. 
Let M and N be indecomposable. If Horn(M, N) # 0, then the composition 
Horn(N, M) • Hom(M, N) ~ End(M) 
(f, g) 
is non-zero, since otherwise 
( 0 00) ( End(M' c 
Hom(M,N)  - Hom(M,N) 
fog 
Horn(N, M) \ 
} = End(M 9 N) 
End(N) / 
was a non-trivial nilpotent two-sided ideal. Take (f, g) withfo g # 0. As End (M) is 
a skewfield, fog is invertible and (fg)-1 of is a left inverse of g. N being indecom- 
posable, g must be an isomorphism, q.e.d. 
Corollary 1. Denote by Anum(-) the cycle groups modulo numerical equivalence and 
by A~om(-) those modulo homological equivalence - with respect o some fixed Well 
cohomology X~--}H(X). I f  for a variety X, the Kfinneth components 
nJ ~ H 2dimtx)-J(X) | Hi(X) of the diagonal are algebraic (of [K1] Sect. 2), then the 
kernel of the surjective ring homomorphism 
S:B Adim(X)('l'r X )  ~ g ld im(X) (~(xX)  = A 
-~- ~'Xho m I~'x X - - - -hum ~- -  
is the Jacobson radical of B, and is a nilpotent ideal. 
Proof By the proof of c) -~ b) of Theorem 1, the radical J '  of B is contained in the 
kernel of S. Now, by definition of the n j we have 
Tr~(fo n~) = 61~TD(f) 
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for everyf~ B, where ~ is the Kronecker symbol and Tr/ is as in Lemma 1. If f is 
numerically equivalent to zero, and if the rt ~ are algebraic, then the above formula 
and Lemma 1 show that Tr i ( f )  = 0 for all i > 0. The same is true for all powers off, 
which implies that for all i > 0 the endomorphismfi of H~(X) induced byfhas zero 
eigenvalues, thus is nilpotent. By definition, the cycle map 
B ~ H2dim(x)(x  x X)  ----- ~)  End Hi (X)  
i>__o 
is an injective ring homomorphism, so that f is nilpotent in B. 
Up to now we did not have to worry about the coefficient field A of H. It must 
be an F-algebra, for the groups A~om(-) = Ahom(--, F)  to be defined. First con- 
sider the case F = A. Then B is a finite-dimensional A-algebra, and the fact that 
every element in Ker S is nilpotent implies that Ker S is a nilpotent ideal and 
contained in the radical. In the general case it is conjectured but not known (for 
char(k) > 0) that B is finite-dimensional over F. However, by the commutative 
diagram 
Adim(X)[Y xe Y A) ~ Adim(X)(~( v Y A)  SA: rXho  m ~L  A ~ Z-Xnu m ~,~ . .  ~ . ,  
T T 
SF: Adim(X)(x "r X F) -~ Aaim(X)~Y y X, F) 
Zahom 1 - -  , " -num , , - -  "" , 
in which the left vertical arrow obviously is injective, we still conclude that Ker Se is 
a nilpotent ideal and hence contained in the radical since this is true for Ker SA. 
Corollary 2. I f  the Kfinneth components of the diagonal (w.r.t. some fixed Weil 
cohomology X ~ H(X)) are algebraic for every variety X over k, then the category 
Mk of motives with respect to numerical equivalence is a semi-simple F-linear 
Tannakian category (cf. [-SR] I I I  3.2.1, [D] 2.8., 1.2). 
Proof. For every adequate equivalence r lation ~, the category Mk with respect to 
-~ is an F-linear tensor category ( [DM]  1.1; "| ACU" in the termino- 
logy of I-SR]), the tensor law being given by 
(X,p,m)|  = (Xx Y, pxq, m + n), 
the commutativity and associativity constraints being induced by the obvious 
isomorphisms X • Y ~; Y x X and X • ( Y x Z) ~; (X • Y ) x Z, respectively. A unit 
object is given by i = (Spec k, id, 0). Moreover, Mk is rigid ( [DM] 1.7), with the 
internal Horn in the case of an irreducible X defined by 
Hom((X, p, m), (Y, q, n)) = (X x Y, tp x q, dim(X) - m + n). 
Let now -~ be numerical equivalence. Then Mk is semi-simple abelian by Theorem 
1, so by [D] it only needs a fibre functor with values in some extension field F '  of 
F = End(l) to make Mk into a Tannakian category. 
But it is well-known that such a fibre functor cannot exist (cf. [DM ] p. 203): 
under the above normalizations the rank (in the sense of [DM-I p. 113) of a motive 
h(X) = (X, id, 0) can be negative, while in the presence of a fibre functor it should 
be non-negative, as the dimension of a vector space (loc. cit., formulas after Prop. 
1.11). In fact, one easily computes rk(h(X)) = <A'A> for the diagonal A ~ X x X, 
and this can be positive as well as negative, cf. Lemma 1. 
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Now assume that for every variety X the Kfiinneth components n j = nix of the 
diagonal are algebraic, and denote their images in aimx Anu  (X x X) again by n j. Note 
that the n j are central idempotents, with n j orthogonal to n i for i 4: j. Thus every 
motive M gets a 7~-grading by putting 
(X, p, m)" --- (X, p~ + 2m, r)  , 
and this grading is respected by all morphisms. Moreover, the commutativity 
constraints 
~:M|174 
can be written as qJ = Or, s ~b r's with 
r174 
If we modify the constraints by defining 
~,.~w = @. ( -  1 ) 'g ,  "'~ , 
then the computation leading to Lemma 1 easily shows 
rk((X, p, m)) = ~ dimA pHi(X) >_ 0 
i>O 
for every motive (X, p, m) in Mt. By Deligne's theorem 7.1 in [D], Mk is Tannakian. 
Remarks. l) The assumption ofCorollary 1 is fulfilled if dim X -< 2 ([M ]) or if X is 
an abelian variety (by results of Lieberman, cf. [K] Sect. 2 appendix), and for all 
X if k is (contained in the algebraic losure of) a finite field ([-KM ]). Moreover, if 
the assumption holds for X and Y, it also holds for X x Y, since 
r+s=j  
by the Kiinneth formula. 
2) In particular, the assumption of Corollary 2 is fulfilled if k is an algebraic 
extension of a finite field. Moreover, the result of Corollary 2 holds for every 
subcategory C of Mk generated (as an abelian tensor category) by l(1) and a family 
of varieties (Xi[ieI) such that the Kfinneth components of the diagonal are 
algebraic for the Xi. Note that C consists of the motives (X, p, m) where X is 
a product of some of the Xi. In particular, the category of motives generated by 
abelian varieties is a Tannakian category over any field k. 
3) Lemma 2 should replace Lemma 6.6 in [DM ] which is false: let Q [e] = Q 9 Re 
with  e 2 = 0 be the Q-algebra of dual numbers. Then the category C of finitely 
generated free Q [e]-modules i a ~-linear pseudo-abelian category with a faithful 
~-linear functor into VecQ (the forgetful functor), and every indecomposable object 
of C is simple, but C is not an abelian category. In fact, the endomorphism e of Q [e] 
has no kernel. The same wrong argument seems to appear in Saavedra's proof of 
[SR] VI Th. 4.2.2. 
4) Under the assumption of Corollary 1, one can associate cohomology groups 
H(M) to every motive M = (X, p, m) w.r.t, numerical equivalence, such that H(M) 
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is well-defined up to non-canonical  isomorphism. In fact, one can lift p to an 
idempotent p' in "-'hom~dimtX~l V-W  ^" X)  (cf. the lemma in [M ] 7.3 bis) and can put 
Hi(M) = p'Hi+2ra(x). 
Since another lifting p" of p differs from p' by conjugation with a unit in 
Adimtx~tX X) (loc. cit.), p"Hi+2'n(X) is isomorphic to p'Hi+2m(X). horn ~ X 
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